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Abstract
We show that the mass of the Fayet hypermultiplet, which represents the mat-
ter sector of N=2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, may be induced through a
generalization of the central charge constraint usually proposed in the literature.
This mass showing up as a parameter of the supersymmetry transformations, we
conclude that it will stay unrenormalized at the quantum level.
1 Introduction
In N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories, matter, i.e. spin 0 and 1
2
particles, is
represented by the Fayet “hypermultiplet” [1, 2]. It is represented in superspace by
a certain constrained superfield. One of these constraints, necessary in order to render
finite the number of local field components of the superfield, concerns the central charge [3,
2, 4, 5]. We propose in the present paper a generalization of this constraint, involving
1Supported by the Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cient´ıfico e Tecnolo´gico CNPq – Brazil.
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a complex parameter λ of mass dimension 1, which will appear in the supersymmetry
transformation rules of the component fields and show up in the resulting invariant action
as a contribution to the physical mass. An interesting consequence of this construction
is a nonrenormalization theorem for the mass, in models where the latter is entirely due
to the constraint parameter λ, since the latter may be defined as a parameter of the
supersymmetry transformations laws.
It is worthwhile recalling that the masses of the matter particles in N = 2 supersym-
metric Yang-Mills theories may be generated by coupling the matter fields to a constant
Abelian super-Yang-Mills field strength, the values of the masses being proportional to
the value of this field strength [6, 7]. Thus, the mass generation via a generalized central
charge constraint proposed in the present paper offers an alternative way of generating the
masses, with the parameter λ replacing the constant field strength. The interest of this
alternative way is that it appears more natural, being purely algebraic. In our scheme,
indeed, λ parametrizes the generalized central charge constraint, which is algebraic.
In this paper, we shall restrict ourselves to the construction of the free theory of one
hypermultiplet in order to explain the mechanism in a simple way. The construction of
the full N = 2 theory with coupling to a gauge supermultiplet is left for a forthcoming
publication [8].
The plan is the following. After recalling, in Section 2, some notations and definitions
for N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory in the superspace formalism, we give the construction
of the Fayet matter supermultiplet in Section 3, using the generalized supercharge con-
straint. We then construct the action in Section 4, showing the generation of the mass.
The discussion of the nonrenormalization of this mass is performed in Section 5. Our
conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2 N = 2 Superspace
N = 2 supersymmetry is defined by the Wess-Zumino superalgebra [2, 9]
[PA,PB] = TCABPC , (2.1)
where PA = {Pa, Qiα, Q¯iα˙, Z, Z¯} is the set of infinitesimal generators: the translations
Pa, (a = 0, · · · , 3), the supersymmetries Qiα, Q¯iα˙ – the Lorentz spin indices α and α˙ taking
the values 1, 2, as well as the isospin SU(2) indices i – and the complex central charge
Z, Z¯. Notations and conventions are explained in the Appendix. Under the Lorentz
transformations, P transforms as a vector, Q and Q¯ as Weyl spinors – in the Lorentz
group representations (1
2
, 0) and (0, 1
2
), characterized by the indices α and α˙, respectively.
Z and Z¯ are scalars. Moreover Q and Q¯ also transform as doublets of the isospin group
SU(2) – acting on the index i.
The generators P , Z and Z¯ are bosonic, whereas Q and Q¯ are fermionic. Accordingly,
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the bracket [·, ·] in the l.h.s. of (2.1) is a graded commutator, i.e. an anticommutator if
both entries are fermionic, and a commutator otherwise.
Finally, the structure constants of the superalgebra (2.1) – the “torsions” – are given
by:
T iα
j
β
z = 2iεijεαβ , T
i
α˙
j
β˙
z¯ = 2iεijεα˙β˙ , T
i
α
j
β˙
a = −2iεijσa
αβ˙
, (2.2)
all the other torsion coefficients vanishing.
Representation of the N=2 Wess-Zumino algebra:
Our first task is to define the superspace representation of the Wess-Zumino algebra (2.1).
N=2 superspace [2, 9] is described by the coordinates {XA} = {xa, θiα, θ¯iα˙, z, z¯}. These
coordinates are, respectively, the space-time coordinates, Weyl isospin coordinates and
its conjugate, complex central charge and its conjugate2. The spinor coordinates, θ and
θ¯, are Grassmann (i.e. anticommuting or ”fermionic”) numbers, the remaining ones are
ordinary (i.e. commuting or ”bosonic”) numbers, so the manifold coordinates satisfy the
(anti)commutation rules:
[XA,XB] ≡ XAXB − (−)abXBXA = 0 , (2.3)
where the grading a = 0 if XA is bosonic, and a = 1 in the fermionic case.
A superfield is a function in superspace, φ(X), transforming under the generators of
the superalgebra (2.1) as follows:
Paφ =
∂
∂xa
φ ,
Qiαφ =
(
∂
∂θai
− i∂αβ˙ θ¯iβ˙ + θiα
∂
∂z
)
φ ,
Q¯iα˙φ =
(
− ∂
∂θ¯
i ˙˙α
+ iθαi ∂αα˙ − θ¯iα˙
∂
∂z¯
)
φ ,
Zφ =
∂
∂z
φ , Z¯φ =
∂
∂z¯
φ .
(2.4)
where we have defined
∂αα˙ ≡ σaαα˙∂a , ∂¯α˙α ≡ σ¯aα˙α∂a . (2.5)
This provides the superfield representation of the superalgebra (2.1).
The covariant derivatives DA are superspace derivatives defined such that DAφ trans-
2 See the Appendix for our conventions of complex conjugation. As for the central charge coordinate,
we have z¯ = −z∗, where z∗ is the complex conjugate of z.
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form in the same way as the superfield φ itself. They are given by
Daφ =
∂
∂xa
φ ,
Diαφ =
(
∂
∂θai
+ i∂αβ˙ θ¯
iβ˙ − θiα
∂
∂z
)
φ ,
D¯iα˙φ =
(
− ∂
∂θ¯
i ˙˙α
− iθαi ∂αα˙ + θ¯iα˙
∂
∂z¯
)
φ ,
Dzφ =
∂
∂z
φ , Dz¯φ =
∂
∂z¯
φ .
(2.6)
and obey the same (anti)commutation rules as the generators, up to the signs of the
right-hand sides:
[DA, DB] = −TCABDC , (2.7)
the torsion coefficients T being given in (2.2).
The components of the supermultiplet corresponding to the superfield φ are the co-
efficients of its expansion in powers of θ and θ¯. A generic component can be written
as
Cn = (D)
nφ| , (2.8)
where (D)n is some product of Diα and D¯iα˙ derivatives, and where the symbol | means
that the expression is evaluated at θ = θ¯ = 0. It follows from this remark and from
the explicit transformation rules (2.4), that the action of the supersymmetry and central
charge generators on the components can be written as [3]
QiaCn = D
i
α(D)
nφ| , Q¯iα˙Cn = Diα˙(D)nφ| ,
ZCn = ∂z(D)
nφ| , Z¯Cn = ∂z¯(D)nφ| .
(2.9)
3 Construction of the Free Fayet Hypermultiplet
The Fayet hypermultiplet
φi ≡ (φi, χα, ψ¯α˙, Fi) (3.1)
is formed by two SU(2) doublets of complex scalars (φi, Fi) and two Weyl spinors (ψ¯α˙, χa).
It represents the matter sector of N=2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories [2], but we
shall only consider the free Fayet hypermultiplet in the present paper. It may be repre-
sented by an SU(2) doublet of complex superfield3 φi(X) subjected to the supersymmetric
constraints
Diαφ
j +Djαφ
i = 0 , D¯iα˙φ
j + D¯jα˙φi = 0 . (3.2)
3The same symbol φ represents the multiplet (3.1), the corresponding superfield, as well as the first
component of the latter, i.e. its value at θ = θ¯ = 0.
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Central charge constraint and supersymmetry transformations:
The dependence of the superfield on the central charge coordinate z leads in general to an
infinity of local field components. In order to define a finite supersymmetry representation,
one has to impose a central charge constraint which restricts the dependence on z and z¯.
We shall choose the constraint to be
(∂z − eiw∂z¯)φi = λφi , (∂z¯ − e−iw
∗
∂z)φ¯
i
= −λ∗φ¯i . (3.3)
It depends on a complex parameter λ of the dimension of a mass and on a dimensionless
complex “phase” parameter w. This constraint generalizes the one found in the litera-
ture [4], which corresponds to zero λ and w. We remark that, since Diα and D¯
i
α˙ commute
with ∂z and ∂z¯ , the constraint above holds for the superfield φi(φ¯
i
) and all its derivatives,
in particular on the derivatives which define the component fields (2.8).
In order to establish the supersymmetry transformation rules of the hypermultiplet
components, we first define the latters by the following covariant derivatives of the super-
field φ:
φi ≡ φi| , χa ≡
1
2
√
2
Diαφi
∣∣∣∣ , ψ¯α˙ ≡ 12√2D¯iα˙φi
∣∣∣∣ , F j ≡ i8DiαDiαφj
∣∣∣∣ = ∂zφj ∣∣ .
(3.4)
The last equality in the definition of F i follows from the Fayet constraints (3.2) and the
(anti)commutation rules (2.7).
Using formula (2.9) together with the (anti)commutation rules (2.7), the Fayet con-
straints (3.2) and the generalized constraint (3.3), we can find (λ, w)-dependent transfor-
mation rules for the components, obeying the superalgebra (2.1). However, before doing
that, let us observe that the real part of the ”phase” w may be eliminated through certain
redefinitions. Indeed, writing
w = u+ iv , with u, v real , (3.5)
we first note that the constraint (3.3) reduces to the form
(∂z − e−v∂z¯)φi = λφi , (∂z¯ − e−v∂z)φ¯i = −λ∗φ¯i , (3.6)
if one redefines the central charge coordinates and the parameter λ according to
z → eiu/2z , z¯ → e−iu/2z , λ→ e−iu/2 . (3.7)
However, compatibility of this redefinition with the covariant derivative superalgebra of
(2.7) implies that the remaining superspace coordinates has to be redefined, too:
θ → eiu/4θ , θ¯ → e−iu/4θ¯ , x→ x . (3.8)
This amounts to a redefinition of the supercovariant derivatives as
Diα → e−iu/4Diα , D¯ia˙ → eiu/4D¯ia˙ , (3.9)
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or, in view of (3.4), to phase redefinitions of the component fields:
φ→ φ , χ→ e−iu/4χ , ψ¯ → eiu/4ψ¯ , F → e−iu/2F ,
φ¯→ φ¯ , χ¯→ eiu/4χ¯ , ψ → e−iu/4ψ , F¯ → eiu/2F¯ .
(3.10)
Using now formula (2.9) together with the Fayet constraints (3.2) and the general-
ized central charge constraint in the form (3.6), we find the following (λ, v)-dependent
transformation rules for the components:
Qiαφj =
√
2δijχα , Q¯iα˙φ
j = −√2δji ψ¯α˙ ,
Qiαχβ = −
√
2iεαβF
i , Q¯iα˙χα = −
√
2i∂αα˙φi ,
Qiαψ¯β˙ =
√
2i∂αβ˙φ
i , Q¯iα˙ψ¯β˙ = e
v
√
2iεα˙β˙(Fi − λφi) ,
QiαFj =
√
2δij
(
e−v∂αα˙ψ¯
α˙
+ λχα
)
, Q¯iα˙F
j = −√2δji∂αα˙χα ,
(3.11)
In the same way one finds the transformations for the conjugated hypermultiplet φ¯
i
=
(φ¯
i
, χ¯α˙, ψα, F¯
i):
Qiαφ¯j =
√
2δijψα Q¯iα˙φ¯
j
=
√
2δji χ¯α˙
Qiαχ¯β˙ = −
√
2i∂αβ˙φ¯
i
Q¯iα˙χ¯β˙ =
√
2iεα˙β˙F¯i
Qiαψβ = e
v
√
2iεαβ(F¯
i − λ∗φ¯i) Q¯iα˙ψα = −
√
2i∂αα˙φ¯
i
QiαF¯j =
√
2δij∂αα˙χ¯
α˙ Q¯iα˙F¯
j =
√
2δji (e
−v∂¯α˙αψ
α + λ∗χ¯α˙)
(3.12)
Finally, the central charge tranformation laws are
Zφi = F i , Z¯φi = ev(F i − λφi) ,
Zχα = e
−v∂αβ˙ψ¯
β˙
+ λχα , Z¯χα = ∂αβ˙ψ¯
β˙
,
Zψ¯β˙ = ∂αβ˙χ
α , Z¯ψ¯β˙ = e
v(∂αβ˙χ
α − λψ¯β˙) ,
ZF i = e−vφi + λF i , Z¯F i = φi ,
(3.13)
and similarly for the conjugate multiplet φ¯
i
:
Z¯φ¯
i
= −F¯ i , Zφ¯i = −ev(F¯ i − λ∗φ¯i) ,
Z¯χ¯α˙ = −e−v∂α˙βψβ − λ∗χ¯α˙ , Zχ¯α˙ = −∂α˙βψβ ,
Z¯ψα = −∂αβ˙χ¯β˙ , Zψα = −ev(∂αβ˙χ¯β˙ − λ∗ψα) ,
Z¯F¯ i = −e−vφ¯i − λ∗F¯ i , ZF¯ i = −φ¯i .
(3.14)
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One readily checks that the equations (3.13) and (3.14) imply that for the superfield φ (φ¯)
or any of its components C (C¯), the central charge constraints (3.6) are satisfied, namely:
(∂z − e−v∂z¯)C = λC , (∂z¯ − e−v∂z)C¯ = −λ∗C¯ , (3.15)
as it should be by construction.
Despite of the (v, λ) - dependence of the transformations (3.11) - (3.14), it is simple
to verify that the superalgebra algebra closes accordingly to (2.1), independently of these
parameters. So, v and λ are completely free parameters, and λ may be complex.
4 The Hypermultiplet Lagrangian
In order to get the Lagrangian of the hypermultiplet constructed in the preceding section,
we may use an algorithm due to Hasler, based on the
Proposition [5]. Let be a superfield polynomial Lij – called the “kernel” – satisfying the
conditions of zero symmetric derivatives
D(iαL
jk) = 0 , D¯
(i
α˙L
jk) = 0 . (4.1)
Then the superfields
L ≡ −DαkΛkα , L¯ ≡ −Dkα˙Λ¯kα˙ , (4.2)
where
Λkα ≡ DiαLik , Λ¯kα˙ ≡ D¯α˙i Lik , (4.3)
transform under supersymmetry – with infinitesimal parameters ξ, ξ¯ – as
δL = i∂z
(
ξαi Λ
i
α + ξ¯iα˙Λ¯
iα˙
)− 2i∂a (ξ¯iα˙σ¯a α˙βΛiβ) ,
δL¯ = −i∂z¯
(
ξαi Λ
i
α + ξ¯iα˙Λ¯
iα˙
)− 2i∂a
(
ξαi σ
a
αβ˙
Λ¯idb
)
.
(4.4)
Let us apply this proposition to the kernel
Lij = ieiγ∂z¯φ¯
j
φi + iφ¯
i
∂zφ
j , (4.5)
where γ is an arbitrary complex ”phase”4. The conditions (4.1) are satisfied due to the
Fayet constraints (3.2) obeyed by both φi and φ¯
i
. We shall consider a linear combination
of the superfield defined by (4.2) and of its complex conjugate:
Lθ ≡ L+ eiθL¯ , (4.6)
4This phase slightly generalizes the kernel proposed in the literature [2, 4].
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where θ is a complex number. Since ξ and ξ¯ are independent parameters, it clearly follows
from (4.4) that necessary and sufficient conditions for the supersymmetric variation of Lθ
to be a total divergence are5
(∂z − eiθ∂z¯)Λiα = total divergence , (∂z − eiθ∂z¯)Λ¯iβ˙ = total divergence . (4.7)
The kernel Lij , and consequently Λ and Λ¯, being bilinear in φi and φ¯
i
, we easily check,
using the equations (3.15), (4.3), (3.13), (3.14) and (3.6), that the condition (4.7) is
satisfied if
v = o , θ = γ = 0 , λ∗ = −λ . (4.8)
We finally get a supersymmetric Lagrangian – invariant up to a total derivative – as:
L = i
24
Lθ + c.c. = Lcin + Lλ , (4.9)
with
Lcin = F¯F − ∂aφ¯∂aφ− iχ/∂χ¯ − iψ/∂ψ¯ ,
Lλ = −λ
2
(
F¯ φ+ iχ¯ψ¯ + iψχ− φ¯F ) , (4.10)
where we have used the notation (/∂ψ¯)α = ∂αβ˙ψ¯
β˙
= σa
αβ˙
∂aψ¯
β˙
.
Let us note that the central charge constraint reads now
(∂z − ∂z¯)φi = λφi , (∂z¯ − ∂z)φ¯i = −λ∗φ¯i , with λ∗ = −λ . (4.11)
Although the transformation rules (3.11-3.14) constitute a representation of the super-
algebra (2.1) for any real v and complex lambda, only the values v = 0 and lambda
imaginary allow for an invariant Lagrangian.
We observe that the terms in λ are mass terms, which have been induced from the
supersymmetry transformation rules we have defined in the last Section. Of course, it is
still possible to add a mass term “by hand”. This can be done with Hasler’s algoritm,
too. We find in this way the invariant mass Lagrangian
Lµ = µ
(
F¯φ+ φ¯F + iχ¯ψ¯ − iψχ) , (4.12)
where µ is a real mass parameter.
Equations of motions and masses:
The total Lagrangian reads
Ltot = Lcin + Lmass , (4.13)
5Ref. [5] considers the less general situation where eiθ = ±1 and (∂z − eiθ∂z¯)(ξαi Λiα + ξ¯iα˙Λ¯iα˙) = 0.
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where
Lmass =M
(
F¯ φ+ iχ¯ψ¯
)
+M∗
(
φ¯F − iψχ) , with M = µ− 1
2
λ , M∗ = µ+
1
2
λ , (4.14)
implying the equations of motions
Fi +Mφi = 0 , ∂αα˙ψ¯
α˙
+M∗χα = 0 ,
φi +M
∗Fi = 0 , ∂¯
α˙αχα −Mψ¯α˙ = 0 .
(4.15)
These equations generalize the ones found in the literature by the presence of the param-
eter λ, which contributes to the mass M . Despite of µ and λ being complex, there is
no tachyon in the theory. In fact, it is simple to verify that all component fields satisfy
Klein-Gordon equations with a real mass |M |:
(−+ |M |2)ϕ = 0 , ϕ = φ, F, ψ, χ , |M |2 = µ2 + 1
4
|λ|2 . (4.16)
Parity:
The mass Lagrangian (4.14) in general is not invariant under parity invariance, defined
by the transformations6
(x0,x)→ (x0,−x) ,
(φi , χα , ψ¯β˙ , F
i )↔ ( φ¯i , χ¯α˙ , ψβ , −F¯i ) .
(4.17)
This invariance however holds if (and only if) M is purely imaginary, i.e.:
µ = 0 . (4.18)
5 Nonrenormalization of the Mass
The complex mass coefficient M of the general mass term (4.14) has two contributions,
namely one from the supersymmetry transformation parameter λ, defined through the
generalized central charge constraint (4.11), and the other one from the free coefficient µ
of the separately invariant mass Lagrangian (4.12). However, as we have seen, imposing
invariance under parity implies that the mass is completely determined by the parameter
λ. This means that, at the quantum level, where the symmetries are expressed by Ward
identities (see, e.g., [10]), the total mass is then defined as a parameter of the super-
symmetry Ward identities – to the contrary of the usual case of a mass introduced as a
6The 4-component Dirac spinor Ψ = (χα, ψ¯
α˙) then transforms as Ψ → γ0Ψ. In terms of Ψ, the
fermion mass term in(4.14) is a superposition of the scalar Ψ¯Ψ and of the pseudoscalar Ψ¯γ5Ψ.
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separate invariant term of the action, such as the term Lµ above. It follows that, in such
a situation, the mass is not renormalized.
However, for the latter result to hold, we must be certain that, after having set µ = 0
in the action, a counterterm of the form (4.12) will not appear as a radiative correction.
This can be guarantied by the presence of a “protecting” symmetry forbidding such a
counterterm. From the preceding discussion on parity, we can conclude that parity itself
provides a protecting symmetry. Parity invariance will thus assure the absence of any
independent mass counterterm.
Remarks.
1. We observe that the opposite situation, where the mass is entirely put by hand, namely
the case λ = 0, µ 6= 0, yields a Lagrangian equivalent to the one discussed above and
corresponding to λ 6= 0, µ = 0. Indeed a field redefinition of the type (3.10) with u = pi
just corresponds to the interchange of the mass Lagrangians Lλ (4.10) and Lµ (4.12).
Thus, even if the mass is put by hand, it is possible to reformulate the theory in such a
way that the mass is induced by the supersymmetry transformation laws, and thus would
stay unrenormalized in presence of interactions.
2. Of course, our “nonrenormalization theorem” is trivial in the context of the present
free theory. It will however become relevant in the case of a coupling with gauge fields [8].
6 Conclusions
We have shown that the constraint on the central charges of the N = 2 hypermultiplet,
necessary in order to keep the number of its components finite, may be generalized intro-
ducing a dimensionful complex parameter λ and a dimensionless real parameter v (Equ.
(3.6)). These parameters modify the supersymmetry transformation rules in a nontrivial
way, but preserving the superalgebra (2.3). However, we were able to construct an invari-
ant action only with these parameters restricted to v = 0 and λ purely imaginary. The
latter parameter eventually contributes to the mass. A nonrenormalization theorem for
the mass then follows if there is no other, independent, contribution to it. This may be
asssured thanks to a protecting symmetry, which turns out to be parity. Finally, we have
noted that, up to field redefinitions, the theory with mass put by hand and the theory
with mass generated by supersymmetry transformation rules are equivalent.
Comparison with the results of [6, 7] is straightforward at the level of the transforma-
tion laws. Performing the auxiliary field redefinition F → F ′ = F + 1
2
φ in (3.11), yields
in the case of imaginary λ the transformation laws corresponding to the equation (9) of
Ref. [6], whith the constant field strength – denoted there by W0 – being proportional to
λ.
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Appendix. Notations and Conventions
Space-time is Minkovskian, 4-vector components are labelled by latin letters a, b, · · · =
0, 1, 2, 3, the metric is choosen as
ηab = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) . (A.1)
Weyl spinors are complex 2-component spinors ψα, α = 1, 2, in the (
1
2
, 0) representation
of the Lorentz group, or ψα˙, α˙ = 1, 2, in the (0,
1
2
) representation. The N = 2 internal
symmetry group is “isospin” SU(2), isospinors being denoted by X i, i = 1, 2.
Isospin indices i are raised and lowered by the antisymmetric tensors εij and εij:
X i = εijXj , Xi = εijX
j ,
with: εij = −εji , ε12 = 1 , εijεjk = δki , εijεkl = δilδjk − δikδjl .
(A.2)
The same holds for the Lorentz spin indices, with the tensors εαβ and εα˙β˙ obeying to the
same rules (A.2).
Multiplication of spinors and isospinors is done, if not otherwise stated, according to
the convention
ψχ = ψαχα , ψ¯χ¯ = ψ¯α˙χ¯
α˙ , UV = U iVi . (A.3)
Our conventions for the complex conjugation, denoted by ∗, are as follows:
(X iα)
∗ = X¯iα˙ , (X¯iα˙)
∗ = X iα . (A.4)
The matrices σa and σ¯a are defined by
σ¯a α˙α = εαβεα˙β˙σa
ββ˙
,
σ0 = 1 , σi (i = 1, 2, 3) = Pauli matrices ,
σ¯0 = 1 , σ¯i (i = 1, 2, 3) = −Pauli matrices ,
(A.5)
and obey the properties
σaσ¯b + σbσ¯a = −2ηab , σaαα˙σ¯β˙βa = −2δβαδβ˙α˙ . (A.6)
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